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“First, do no harm;
King thou may be,
thy divine right to magic
is no cause to be
as wicked as you wish.”

— “The Maidenkeep Cycle,”  
The Matter of Avalon
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1
IN WHICH A KISS DOES 
THE EXACT OPPOSITE

T he frog wasn’t Tala’s fault this time.
Short- circuiting Winona Burgess’s bespelled car? Accident, 

but yeah— that was her doing. Nullifying the glamour spells in 
Sandra Monroe’s phone? Sandra was a horrible bully; Tala remained unre-
pentant. Negating the cheating enchantment Devon Nash tried to smuggle in 
during last week’s calculus test? That was deliberate; Mrs. Powell graded on a 
curve. Magic barely worked in Invierno, this dry, forgotten armpit of a town in 
Arizona, so nobody ever knew Tala was responsible.

Turning people into frogs, though? That’s a completely different skill set.
Wordlessly, she watched it hop on unsteady legs, speeding away like it 

owed her money. It made for a rock, missed, and landed right on its ugly face 
before giving up. It turned yellow eyes toward her and ribbited accusingly.

Five minutes earlier, it had been a young, freckle- faced boy named Mark 
Anthony Jones.

The wildest thing was not even the frog boy— it was that Tala was only 
the second most unusual person in Invierno. The winner of that unwanted 
prize went to the person standing next to her: two years older, with a shock of 
wheat- yellow hair and nervous blue eyes. “He shouldn’t have picked on you,” 
he reasoned.
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“Most of them do.” Still, Tala was grateful. She didn’t want to get into trou-
ble for punching someone again, no matter how much they deserved it.

She had watched Mark transform, already pudgy and toad- like by nature, 
into an even pudgier and more toad- like creature. His skin adopted a greenish 
hue that only deepened as the change continued, while his arms and legs and 
then the rest of him shrunk and bent. His eyes widened and kept widening, 
his lips retreating and stretching grotesquely. And then, having settled into his 
final form, he’d croaked, slimy tongue hanging halfway out of his mouth in a 
way frogs had never done before in the history of time, because Mark could 
never do anything right.

It was not the shocking experience Tala thought it would be. In fact, it had 
been almost satisfying. That Mark had bullied her for most of their passing 
acquaintance had something to do with her schadenfreude.

“Sorry you had to kiss him,” she said.
“Yeah, well. I don’t mind kissing guys. Just this one,” he said as he wiped 

his mouth, and then paused again before adding, “Not like I kiss guys all the 
time” a smidge too defensively.

“You didn’t need to do that for me.”
“He called you a half monkey. That’s not right.”
Lots of things weren’t right that people did anyway. Tala had gotten 

enough vicious texts from girls over the years to fill a scrapbook. The school 
had suspended her for three days once for getting into a fight with a boy who’d 
spread rumors that her mother was a mail- order bride. She didn’t have magic 
to fight with, but her fists did a good enough job to compensate. She shrugged, 
pretending like it didn’t bother her. “I get a lot of those.”

“Do your folks know?”
“My mum has talked to some of their parents.” She wasn’t entirely sure 

what her mum had said the last time, but she had definitely terrified people 
to the point that they hurriedly crossed to the other side of the street when 
they saw her coming. “I won’t tell anyone, if that’s what you’re worried about,” 
she offered. Magic— hurl- a- fireball- like- you’re- a- wizard- from- the- Middle- 
Ages magic, anyway— was banned in the Royal States of America. Anyone 
caught using it could face steep fines, imprisonment, and even deportation. 
The effects of magic had been devastating during the last war, and the fear 
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still lingered. Fortunately, learning spells required obsidian stones containing 
powerful magic that people called glyphs, and those were hard to come by 
outside of Avalon. The innately gifted like Tala and her mother usually just put 
their heads down and pretended to be normal like everyone else.

Spelltech, on the other hand, was more widely accepted. Spelltech was 
the loophole— if a spell is cast on an item instead of on a person, the original 
caster still takes on the sacrifice but allows anyone else use of said item. This 
magic had more restrictions and less variety. Cheaper versions could still work 
using inferior, artificial glyphs imported from China.

But even sanctioned spells never seemed to work in Invierno, like magic 
didn’t want to be caught dead here either. Spelltech cable, for instance, gener-
ally produced five minutes of programming followed by two hours of static— 
cable providers who’d move into the area hoping to net a hefty market share, 
more often than not found themselves moving right out again. And it took 
a lawsuit to learn that Steedbrew Extra Bold Coffee Elixir didn’t work, not 
because the company was a scam, but because most caffeine spells just didn’t 
function in town either.

“I’m Alex…” A significant pause. “Smith. I live down the street.” The boy 
looked down. “Probably not the first meeting you envisioned,” he added, a 
little miserably.

He was still trying to keep up the pretense, though Tala knew who he was. 
Lola Urduja and her parents had been planning Alex’s arrival for weeks. Tala 
had been instructed to treat the prince like she would a normal person. As if 
she had friendships with other nobles to compare to.

But even then, no one had told her that Alexei Tsarevich, the last remain-
ing prince of Avalon, could turn people into frogs. “I’ve never met royalty 
before, Your Highness, but it’s not so bad.”

She’d said the words softly, but the boy darted a quick, fearful glance 
around all the same. “You shouldn’t be saying that,” he muttered.

“Seems like maybe you need to hear it every now and then.”
“Ha. Maybe I do. Been bounced from place to place enough times, it’s 

hard to remember who I’m supposed to be.”
“I’m Tala Warnock. I live here.” She gestured at the house behind her. 

“Looks like we’re neighbors.”
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“Looks like it. Any interesting places around here?”
“There’s the abandoned Casa Grande domes to the west, if you like graf-

fiti and mold. And ghosts. Some people hear one moaning at night there.” The 
Casa Grande domes were a fire hazard disguised as an abandoned tech facility. 
The business failed and the company had moved on, but nobody had gotten 
around to pulling the whole place down yet.

“Sounds like it could only be improved with a wrecking ball.”
“They’ve been trying. Apparently it’s also the only thing around here that 

doesn’t reject magic, and the walls had been coated with some weird spell 
that’s made it invulnerable.”

Alex made a face. “I take it not a lot of things happen in this town.”
“That’s a good assumption, yeah.”
“Warnock. So, you’re Kay’s daughter?”
“Yup.”
Alex looked unconvinced, probably because Tala was short and brown as 

can be, and her father was a pale- skinned, bearded mountain.
“Well, he is. I look more like my mom.”
“People say I look like my mom too,” he said, and a bitter smile crossed 

his face.
“I’m sorry.” History books and Wikipedia had not gone into the specifics 

of his parents’ deaths, but Tala could only imagine. How do you offer your 
condolences to someone whose parents were killed when he was only five 
years old? How do you cheer up a prince whose kingdom had been literally 
frozen, seemingly for all of eternity?

The last war was only a dozen years ago. It was called the Wonderland 
Wars, and it was a battle to the death between the kingdoms of Avalon and 
Beira, which ended with Beira’s ruler, the Snow Queen, missing, and Avalon 
in ice and totally unreachable. Other countries hadn’t been exempt from the 
violence. Wonderland was wiped off the map. Its explosion set off tsunamis 
along Eastern Russia, California, Japan, and the Royal States’ West Coast.

The fallout from Wonderland’s wild magic hit other parts of the world 
as well. The Kati Thanda was now a frozen lake amid the deserts of Western 
Australia. Fighting broke out after the Chinese kingdom’s Yangtze River 
became inundated with fish that could supposedly grant wishes. Even now, 
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travel advisories in Brazil warn that one out of every hundred thousand visi-
tors to reach the Sugarloaf Mountain’s summit in Rio de Janeiro inexplicably 
turn into swans.

It was still a bad time to be Avalonian; refugees found within the Royal 
States’ borders were rounded up and deported without their day in court, 
magic- proficient or not. The Royal States’ king was known for such cru-
elties. King John Portland (unaffectionately known as “King Muddles” to 
detractors and the internet, mainly for his generally incoherent speeches) 
was from an extended branch of the confusing Jenga mess that was the 
American royal family tree, the first of his dynasty after the more beloved 
King Samuel had passed.

“It’s not your fault.” He paused. “You’re not gonna tell, right?”
He could have been talking about the curse, but Tala knew he wasn’t. 

Some things were frowned upon even more than magic. When she was six, 
her parents had sat down with her and talked about how some boys like other 
boys and how some girls like other girls and also some like both and how there 
were some boys and girls who weren’t just boys or girls, and so on. That was 
around the time Mr. McLeroy’s daughter was supposedly making a scandal 
of herself with another girl and had been kicked out of their house as a result. 
Tala’s father said McLeroy was a shite old bampot and if anyone deserved a 
good kick to his tiny bushels it was him and not his daughter, the poor bird.

“I won’t tell anyone,” she repeated meaningfully, and glanced down at the 
Mark/frog hybrid. They lived on a dead- end street few people bothered to go 
down, so it’s not like anyone else was watching. “But won’t he know?”

“Nah. He’ll change back in a few hours and forget everything.” Alex spoke 
wearily, like he had enough experience with it to fill out a resume.

“How do you do it?”
“Always been able to. But it’s a censured spell.”
Censured spells were the worst kinds of magic, the ones punishable by 

death. Magic worked using a system of equivalent exchange, her mother had 
explained to her once: the more powerful the spell, the more you had to give 
up to earn it, and the consequences varied from person to person.

The effects on humans can be permanent; last year, a pyromaniac two 
towns over had purchased a fireglyph from some internet black market and 
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received an extremely low tolerance to the cold for his troubles. He wound up 
burning down two houses but was eventually caught after he was found nearly 
frozen to death in front of his open refrigerator.

But magic powerful enough to be classified a censured spell was the sort 
of magic world wars were fought over. It was the reason the kingdom of Avalon 
was gone, its sole surviving royalty missing and presumed dead, and its cit-
izens scattered and in hiding. Censured spells were a constant fixation with 
King John, since he was convinced a magical assassination attempt was just 
around the corner.

Luckily, turning assholes into frogs wasn’t that powerful a spell, though 
Alex’s curse working just fine despite being in Invierno did suggest it was a 
stronger one than it looked.

“What did you give up for it?”
“The ability to form normal relationships with other people, I guess,” Alex 

said with a shrug, but his hands trembled slightly. That was clearly not the 
whole truth, but, censured or not, he was scared. Tala felt bad for asking some-
thing so personal.

“Well, Lola Urduja did tell you my secret, right? So we’re even.”
“What secret?”
Tala felt just a little bit insulted that nobody had cared enough to inform 

him about her. “Try turning me into a frog.”
He stared. “You saw what happened to him, right?”
“Yeah, but that’s not going to happen to me.” At least, she hoped so. “Do 

you, uh, have to do it on the lips, or would a cheek or a forehead work…” Tala 
was sixteen and a self- professed cynic. This was her first kiss, but she was old 
enough to dismiss the sentimentality of it. This was technically more of an 
experiment than anything else.

“No. It has to be on the— ” Alex rubbed at his eyes. “Look. I’ve blundered 
my way through this enough for you to realize I’m gay, right?”

“Pretty much, yep. I’m not gonna propose to you, if that’s what you’re 
afraid of.”

He actually grinned at that. “Don’t blame me if you suddenly start chasing 
flies.”

It was only a quick peck, a didn’t- really- count- as- a- kiss kiss, not too 
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unpleasant, and over quickly. Tala didn’t turn green, or develop bulging 
cheeks, or discover a newfound urge to hop.

“That’s never happened before,” Alex finally said.
Tala laughed, pleased with herself and also relieved. “Magic doesn’t work 

on me. It never has. My mom’s the same, but we’re not supposed to tell anyone. 
We call it an agimat; a charm, in Tagalog.” Other curses didn’t work on her, and 
neither did glass magic, or hex- binding contracts, or the spell- infused vending 
machines littered around town that surprisingly worked despite the Invierno 
curse but didn’t stop her from drinking free bottled sweet tea for years. But 
indirectly sabotaging spelltech machinery for personal gain didn’t carry the 
same risks as attempting temporary amphibianship. “So, are we even?”

Alex stared at her. “You’re one of the Makilings,” he finally said. “The 
spellbreakers. They’re the only ones with agimats.”

“Tala Makiling Warnock,” Tala agreed. Granted, Tala dela Cruz Warnock 
was what it said on her passport, since the Makiling name was an infamous 
one, and her parents knew enough about the system to have taken earlier pre-
cautions. “So you have heard of us.”

Alex said nothing for a full minute. But then his smile popped up like 
flowers after a long rain, and Tala had to muffle a squeak when he scooped her 
up in a hug. “Yes,” he said. “We’re even.”

And he began to cry.
It must be a strange kind of relief, Tala thought, to find someone you 

couldn’t accidentally damage for the first time in your life.
They were coconspirators now, so plans were carefully made. Mark the 

frog was carried back to his home where, two hours later, he woke up dizzy 
and disoriented on his front lawn, with a puzzling inclination to eat bugs.

The Jones family moved away not too long after that, and Tala was almost 
certain it had nothing to do with Alex and his curse.
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IN WHICH CARLY RAE JEPSEN 

SONGS MAKE EXCELLENT 
TRAINING TOOLS

T here was no real reason, in Tala’s mind, to make a big deal out of 
welcoming Prince Alexei Tsarevich, exiled Avalon prince and ref-
ugee, into Invierno. Firstly, it made much more sense to celebrate 

leaving Invierno than coming to live in it. Secondly, Alex had been very clear 
about not wanting to draw any attention to himself, and a party defeated that 
purpose. Thirdly, she still had sparring practice with her father that same night 
because he had refused to cancel. Nevertheless, the small gathering was to take 
place at Lola Urduja’s house next door. Which meant Tala had to deal with an 
audience full of titos and titas criticizing her every move, because that’s what 
titos and titas do.

A Filipino party in Invierno was light on the decorations and heavy on the 
food. While Tala stood on her front lawn and focused on avoiding her father’s 
kicks and punches, the others set up a long table practically groaning with 
dishes. The savory smells wafting in from that direction were proving a huge 
distraction.

Her mother was hard at work, but not with the food. She carefully placed 
four hideous statues in the farthest four corners of their lawn.

Tita Teejay, who was also watching, shuddered. “Lumina, we should prob-
ably buy some nicer- looking spells next year. These gnomes look terrible.”
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“They belonged to my grandmother. And they’re not gnomes, they’re 
dwendes.” Tala’s mother manhandled another grotesque statue into place. 
“These are the only working camouflage spells I’ve got. Rightmart recalled 
the prettier ones, remember?”

“What’s important,” Tita Baby said solemnly, adding a bowl of bagoong 
sauce on the table, “is that nobody sees.”

“Eyes on me, lass!” Her father roared when Tala turned to stare at one of 
the titos, a nondescript- looking man in khaki shorts and a bizarrely electric 
orange Hawaiian shirt, who was bringing out a whole roasted hog, skin- fried 
to a reddish- brown perfection.

He kicked her legs out from under her, and she yelped in protest as she 
went down. “Pay attention, Tally!”

“But how did they get their hands on lechon?” she asked, astonished, even 
as she struggled back to her feet. Not that she was complaining— she could 
inhale all that delicious, crackled pork skin in one sitting— but she couldn’t 
even get a taco in this town without someone adding ranch dressing to it.

“He knows people who know some people,” Lola Urduja said primly, 
sweeping past with her cane and a plate full of sizzling sisig to add to the 
already growing pile of food. In typical Filipino fashion, banana leaves covered 
the table in lieu of plates and utensils. “Extend your arms farther, hija.”

“You can’t expect me to keep fighting when all this food is happening lit-
erally right next to me,” Tala whined.

“Five minutes,” her father allowed. “Five minutes where ye have tae dodge 
everything I throw at ye, an’ then a couple of rounds with yer mum’s spelltech.”

Achieving this was harder than it sounded, because Kay Warnock had 
shoulders built for war, arms and fists that look right at home in a brawl, and 
a neck like a bearded battlement. Kay Warnock was a Scottish oak in human 
form, vaguely threatening in the casual way he loomed over other people.

“Did you know about that frog thing His Highness has?” Tala asked, 
trying to think of anything else but the food she wasn’t allowed to eat yet.

“Aye, but he’s not one tae talk about it, so I don’t. Arms up.”
“What happened to the last family that took him in?” Tala persisted. She’d 

been left in the dark about most of the details, including why the prince had moved 
to Invierno. Surely even royalty- in- hiding had better options. Tala’s imagination 
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conjured up hidden rooms within Monte Carlo casinos, private beachfronts in 
the Maldives, or maybe even magic- shielded apartelles along the Riviera.

“The Locksleys?” Her father snorted, whipped out an unexpected right 
jab that she only just blocked in time with her wooden staffs. Arnis was a 
Filipino martial art that relied heavily on stick fighting. Her father, a Scotsman, 
had no business being good at this. “Got cold feet about hiding him, seems 
like. Poor lad’s a target everywhere he goes, an’ they’re too much in the news 
nowadays tae keep him safe.”

“Will they catch him here?”
“Not if I’ve anything tae say about it. Hopin’ he stays long enough tae 

enjoy the rest o’ his childhood. We’ve got a better chance at protecting him 
than those rich sooks.”

“Because Mum and I can break spells?” Magic didn’t work in Invierno, but 
spelltech was already a way of life in the Royal States of America. Everyone 
liked the convenience of it, even if magic nearly caused Armageddon every now 
and then. Minor spells were harmless even by local government standards and 
worked only about a third of the time, but as far as many Invierno residents were 
concerned, a third of the time was still better than none of the time. Invierno’s 
natural magic dampeners still afforded her family some protection, even as they 
brought more spelltech back to phones and airports and cars.

“Aye, that’s one reason.”
“Does that make Lola Urduja and the others Alex’s bodyguards?”
“Don’t let your lola’s age fool you— she’s good enough tae fight wi’ the 

Lost Boys, an’ there’s no one I know stronger.”
“Are we the prince’s bodyguards too?”
“If you can arse yourself enough to beat me for once, sure.”
“I’m getting better!” Tala protested.
Laughter sounded behind them; her mother was now laying out a dozen 

cell phones in a circle on the ground. “Then let’s see if you’ve perfected con-
trol of your agimat, anak.”

Tala looked a lot like Lumina Warnock, down to their short statures, long 
black hair, and flashing brown eyes, with dark skin more nature than sun. People 
were wary of Kay, but it was her quiet mother most people were afraid of.

Tala groaned, but handed her arnis sticks over to her father. Magic didn’t 
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work on her, but sometimes she could disrupt spells around her without 
meaning to. These exercises were to help her control it better. “Again?”

“If you’d like to help protect His Highness, you’ll be needing the practice. 
Shall we begin?”

The phones rose into the air, hovered five feet off the ground, and buzzed 
merrily as their antigravity hands- free selfie spells activated, then began blast-
ing Carly Rae Jepsen’s “Call Me Maybe.”

“Now,” Lumina instructed. Tala reached out toward the floating devices, 
felt the telltale crackle of energy in her hands. There were several category 
three spelltech apps installed in each phone, and she could taste each and 
every one of them. The sensation of mint- cool air on her tongue— that was 
the levitation spell. Another with a heady rosewood smell, coupled with just 
the hint of lilacs— a charisma add- on for texting. She ignored them, seeking 
out the spell that felt rich and buttery: the music app.

The song cut off abruptly.
It was one thing to stop magical devices from working within a given 

range. It was another to isolate and prevent only one spell within that device 
from working while keeping the rest active. Doing so to multiple phones at the 
same time upped the difficulty level exponentially. If Tala had to describe her 
agimat, she would have likened it to a sphere with herself at its center. Magic 
within it didn’t work, but she could expand or contract that sphere however 
she wanted, to allow spells to function. It required a lot of patience Tala wasn’t 
always ready to have.

“Six o’clock.”
Tala allowed the phone at the six o’clock position to slip free from her 

agimat, and it resumed playing where Carly Rae had left off.
Alex stepped out of the house next door, nearly colliding with one of the 

titas armed with a bowl of savory sinigang soup. He followed her until she’d set 
it down on the table, nose twitching.

“No eating until we’re all ready,” the tita warned.
“He’s the guest of honor, ate,” another of the women scolded. “He can eat 

whenever he likes.”
“I’ll wait,” the prince offered, staring at the ring of mobile phones. “Lola 

Urduja, what are they doing?”
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“Nine o’clock,” Tala’s mother continued.
Sweat shone on Tala’s forehead as she relinquished her hold, cutting off 

six o’clock’s music. She changed direction, pulling back the curse surrounding 
the phone at nine o’clock, and the song sputtered back to life there.

“Learning to handle her agimat,” the old woman responded, inspecting 
one of the viands on the banana leaves. “She hasn’t quite mastered Lumina’s 
discipline yet, but she’s improving. Even in Invierno, they must be careful. Are 
these instant noodles, Chedeng?”

The plump, pretty tita with the soup bowl shrugged. “That’s the only 
thing the general can cook.”

“Chili calamansi,” said General Luna, like that solved everything. He was 
a tall, stocky man with a luxurious mustache. His rank was an affectation more 
than an actual officer designation, but people still called him Heneral.

Lola Urduja sighed. “Chedeng, help your sister bring out the pinakbet, 
please. Heneral, assist Boy with the lechon.”

“His parents named him ‘Boy’?” Alex asked, amazed.
“Of course not. His name is Jose. Expert marksman. Took out Jon Burge 

ten years ago, at nearly a thousand yards.”
“Burge?” Alex said. “The torturer? They said he died of natural causes.”
“I know,” Lola Urduja agreed, looking triumphant.
“And if his name is Jose, then why is he called…” Alex closed his mouth, 

thought better of it, and waited a heartbeat before opening it again. “I know 
of the Makilings’ longstanding alliance with my kingdom, and also of Maria 
Makiling, but I’ve never seen their work with my own eyes until today.”

“Then you are aware at the very least of the sacrifice Maria Makiling made 
when she chose this curse.” In front of them, the general had produced a large 
cleaver, grinning. Boy wisely backed away, and the other man attacked the 
lechon with gusto, hacking off bite- sized pieces. “How she deprived herself 
and her descendants of magic to prevent others from abusing theirs. It has 
served them well over the centuries, but not without cost.”

“You didn’t need to do all this,” Alex said.
“If it eases your mind, Filipinos will use any reason to plan a boodle fight 

like this one.” The woman gestured at the table spread. “You were just a bonus.”
“What I meant was, I don’t know if I can ask this again of any of you. I 
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imposed too much on the Locksleys the last time. I’m hesitant about doing 
the same with the Warnocks.”

“Circumstances are different, hijo. The Locksleys are a little too much in 
the spotlight now, especially after their eldest married that poor Bluebeard 
heiress. They agreed it would be too risky to hide you for much longer.”

Alex studied the ground. “Sure. That’s the reason.”
“This is a quiet town, and it’ll be easier to keep you safe here. The 

Warnocks shall protect you, as will we.”
“But…”
“You ask nothing from us. It is our choice. Like the Locksleys, and the 

Inoues, and the Eddings, and so many others.”
“Nobody cares,” the prince said, the words harsh and biting. “We protected 

everyone for centuries. But when Avalon was attacked, no one else raised a 
finger. They sat and watched my country freeze. They watched my parents 
die. All they want from me is access to the Avalon mines for our glyphs. They 
want our spells. They don’t care about any of my people still trapped within. If 
they’re even alive in there. It was always about the money.”

Lola Urduja spoke, weighing her words carefully against the silence of 
what she didn’t say aloud. “Few nations liked Avalon. Avalon was a constant 
meddler of politics, even if they always had the best intentions at heart. Your 
forbearers warred with Leopold II of Belgium over their treatment of the 
Congo. They gave out cornucopias during the Great Depression, hoping to 
mitigate its effects. They fought the radicalization that threatened Europe, and 
demanded countries adopt the Equality Act in exchange for their spelltech. 
On paper, this was a good and noble thing to do. But Avalon only treated the 
symptoms, and not their causes. Avalon helped many people, yes. And many 
remain grateful. But it is the governments, the leaders, the dictators— they see 
that we have something they don’t. And that will always be met with anger and 
resentment. To truly help, we must first understand why they hate and how to 
bring them away from such hate. And that is infinitely harder to do.”

“I know.” Alex’s shoulders slumped. “Maybe if the firebird came for my 
father, things would be different. But it didn’t. And if it doesn’t for my eighteenth 
birthday, then Avalon is truly gone. What would the point of fighting be, then?”

“Nothing is set in stone, Your Highness. And should the worst happen, 
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well then, your life is worth more to us than just a prophecy, or for glyph 
mines.” Lola Urduja paused before a package of soft cakes that had been set 
down on the table. “And what is this?”

“Puto and bibingka,” one of the titas said. “Where do I put it?”
“In that green can over there.”
“That’s the trash bin.”
“Exactly. What packaged food nonsense is this, Teejay? Is this from that 

vile Serendipity bakeshop again? Their puto tastes like cardboard, dyos ko.”
“I bought it,” Kay volunteered, approaching the duo. “Thought I should 

contribute tae the fare.”
Lola Urduja passed a hand over her eyes. “Of course you did.”
“Your Highness,” the man greeted. “I hope yer not too overwhelmed.”
“I’m all right. Thank you.”
“My goddaughter is improving quite well,” the old woman noted.
“Still needs a bit more work,” Kay grunted, looking proud.
“If the firebird doesn’t arrive on my eighteenth birthday next year,” Alex 

persisted, “what happens then?”
Lola Urduja looked at him. “That’s for the Cheshire to decide. Kay, tell 

your daughter and my niece to take a break. I made dessert for later— real 
dessert— Tala’s favorite leche flan. Come, Your Highness. Let me introduce 
you to the rest of the troops.”

“I don’t think she likes me still,” Kay noted to his wife as she drew nearer, 
as the other two moved away.

“You should have known better than to offer her dry puto to eat. Tita 
Urduja’s always been protective of me. And she trusts you, regardless.”

“It’s better than I deserve, I’d say.”
“Don’t be ridiculous.” She paused. “If we recover Avalon, will you be 

returning there with us?”
“Course I will. Anywhere you and Tala go, I go.”
“The Avalonians weren’t very kind to you the last time, Kay. I was afraid…”
“You of all people know they have every reason to despise me.”
“They shouldn’t. Not after everything you’ve done for them. And if they 

haven’t changed their minds, even after all this time…then I’d rather stay here 
with you.”
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“Ah, lovely.” Kay turned so he could frame her face with his large hands. 
“Look at you. You’re beautiful as you’ve ever been. And me? I’m growing old, 
faster than I should be now that her magic ain’t up to snuff. It’s fading and 
taking its toll on what’s left of me. I’ll take the whispers about how I ought tae 
be dead, how I’m soilin’ the Makiling clan with my name. I’ll take all that and 
more, because it’s true. I’ve done things, love, and you know it. A lot of things 
I should’ve done if I wanted real repentance, but I’d rather have their hate as 
long as I have your forgiveness.”

She kissed his nose. “If she’s alive like you fear, then I don’t want to put 
you in a position where you may have to kill her, mahal.”

He snorted. “You’ve always been too kind. I’ll do it without a second 
thought, if it comes down tae that. Gerda’s due for a killing, and you know it.”

“Kay…”
“I don’t love her, Lumina. I don’t know if I ever did. I don’t know if it 

wasn’t just some spell dragging me along, making me do her dirty work all 
those centuries. It’s you I love, and Tala.”

“I know. But I don’t want to see you hurt either.”
“We don’t always get the things we want, mahal. Someone told me that 

once.”
She was smiling. “What would I do without you?”
“Be better off, probably.”
“That was two o’clock,” Lumina said, without bothering to turn. “I asked 

for three.”
“Nineteen out of twenty isn’t bad,” Tala protested, already angling toward 

the table.
“We need perfect marks, anak, not a passing grade. It only takes one mis-

take to short- circuit Amtrak’s rail system, one accident to scramble air traffic 
control. And until you can show me full command of your abilities, we can’t 
risk any of that. We’ll try again after eating.”

“All right,” Tala said, already seated and reaching for a piece of chicharon 
bulaklak. “After I eat.”

“What’s this?” Alex asked, sliding into the chair beside her and taking a 
piece for himself.

“Tissue.”
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“No, thanks.”
“I meant this is tissue. Chicharon bulaklak is made by deep- frying tissue. 

Pork organs.” Tala popped it into her mouth, while Alex nearly dropped his.
“What?”
“Squeeze some calamansi over it. Here’s some vinegar. If you’re going to 

be staying with Lola Urduja and the rest of the Katipuneros, you’re gonna have 
to get used to eating delicious food made from questionable animal parts.” 
Tala ate another. “You’re lucky,” she added. “Lola Urduja and Tita Baby are 
fantastic cooks.”

“She isn’t your real lola, though, is she?”
“It’s a Filipino thing. If she’s old enough to be your grandmother, it’s a 

custom to call her lola.”
“The other tita, though. Her name’s not really Baby, is it?”
“Course not. Her name is Joanne. Tita Chedeng is Mercedes, and Tita 

Teejay is Tiffany. You’ll get used to the nicknames. That’s a Filipino thing too.”
Alex gave up and tried the crispy tissue instead. “It’s pretty good,” he 

admitted, chewing, and had another. “How long have you been living next 
door to the Katipuneros?”

“Almost all my life.”
“And you know about who they are?”
Tala hesitated. “That they were a part of Avalon’s 65th regiment, yeah.” 

The notorious 65th regiment. Nicknamed the Underdogs for taking on mis-
sions with the lowest survival odds. Tala had grown up on their stories. Tita 
Baby, who’d once killed a jabberwocky; Tito Boy, who’d lost his hearing pro-
tecting refugees from the sirens haunting the Neverland Sea; General Luna 
(not the actual Filipino hero of history, but who wore the same kind of mus-
tache), a serial cusser and hero of the Adarna Pass; Titas Chedeng and Teejay, 
who once fended off a dozen ogres for two hours until help arrived; and 
Lola Urduja, the strongest of them all. Half of the original members died in 
Wonderland helping survivors flee after the wilder magic was unleashed there. 
These were the toughest fighters Avalon had to offer, and there were no better 
protectors for Alex.

Alex stared at his banana leaf plate. “Filipinos always had strong ties to 
Avalon,” he said. “There is— was— a huge Filipino population in the kingdom 
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for as long as I could remember. I’m sorry we couldn’t save them. And now it 
looks like you all are going to sacrifice even more for my sake— hey!” Tala had 
picked up a piece of calamansi and squirted juice in his direction.

“Mum used to tell me about this thing they have back in the Philippines 
called bayanihan,” she said matter- of- factly, ignoring Alex’s glare as he mopped 
up his lap. “People used to live in bamboo houses. When families needed to 
move, they enlisted the help of the whole community to move their homes to 
the new locations.”

“You’re kidding me. How do you move a whole house?”
“It was all about community spirit. People pitched in knowing that if the 

roles were reversed, the family they were helping would do the same thing 
for them. Like it or not, you’re one of us now. And we always look out for our 
own.”

That made him smile. “Thanks.”
“There we go!” Tita Baby proclaimed, adding a tray of freshly grilled tila-

pia to the table. “Now we can eat!”
“Excellent,” Alex said, as the others took their places. “I’m starving. 

Where’s the silverware?”
The Katipuneros traded glances with each other, looked over at the exiled 

prince of the kingdom of Avalon, and began to laugh.

“Am I the reason we’re stuck here?” Tala asked sometime later, once the leaves 
had been cleared, the leftover food carefully stored away in Tupperware con-
tainers, and the Katipuneros were treating a very amused Alex to numer-
ous renditions of Frank Sinatra’s “My Way” via the karaoke system they had 
plugged in.

She had asked variations of this question over the years and had never 
received a straight answer from her parents. Was her ineptitude keeping them 
from leaving? The thought upset her, though not enough to stop herself from 
cutting a huge slice of flan.

“Oh, anak,” her mother said. “It’s not that. There are far more factors 
involved than you think.”
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“I mean, surely this town can’t be the only place where magic doesn’t 
work? There must be better places out there. Places where…you know…”

Places that weren’t stupid small towns that had stupid small- town kids 
and their stupid small- town parents, where the closest thing to variety was 
the tamale festival at nearby Somerton. Places where people didn’t think and 
act like Mark Jones or Mr. McLeroy. Places in America where she didn’t have 
to stand out, where her mother and her side of the family didn’t have to look 
so different. So yeah, maybe Invierno wasn’t conducive to magic and that was 
good for a girl and a mother who negated them on a daily basis, but surely 
there were nicer towns out there with the same hiccup?

Her parents looked at each other. Finally, her father reached out and gave 
her a quick hug. The mic had now been passed on to Alex, who was doing 
his best impression of Bruno Mars. The general was attempting to dance, to 
mixed reactions. “We stay because it’s right bastard hot out here,” her father 
finally replied, but that didn’t sound like much of a reason to Tala either.
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IN WHICH ALEX’S TEACHER’S 

BREAKDOWN IS VIEWED 
MILLIONS OF TIMES 
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

T hree important things happened the autumn Tala turned seven-
teen, nearly a year later: Arizona officially signed the Emerald Act 
into law, legalizing commercial use of category two magic for the 

first time, the thirty- third state to do so; her history teacher went viral on 
social media in the worst possible way; and Ryker Cadfael asked her to the 
upcoming bonfire celebrations.

Obviously the last one was the most consequential because Ryker Cadfael 
was so far out of Tala’s orbit that his planet had yet to be discovered within her 
system. He still was. She’d remained oblivious to any form of interest from his 
direction until Alex had insisted that the boy liked her. She didn’t believe him, 
even when Ryker started hanging out with Alex whenever she was around. 
Even when he started walking her to class on occasion. Even when he started 
flirting. Or maybe he was just teasing her? How did one know the difference? 
Alex was the only person she could ask, except Alex was also the last person 
she wanted to ask.

Cool. Super cool. She had an algebra test next period, and overthinking 
this was not the distraction she needed.

“But it’s the distraction you deserve.”
“Shut up, Alex.”
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Alex rolled his eyes and reached out to swipe at Tala’s lunch— lumpiang 
shanghai, chicken adobo, eggplant torta, and rice— with a fork, snagging one 
of the spring rolls before she could protest. Despite his newcomer status, he 
was on the varsity baseball team and was therefore several rungs higher up the 
social ladder than Tala, enough that hanging out with her barely affected his 
popularity cred. “It’s not like you haven’t been flirting back. I didn’t even know 
you were capable of giggling.”

“Shut up.”
“You’ve both been making goo- goo eyes at each other for like a month 

now. What’s the hold up?”
“Because it’s Ryker Cadfael.”
“The one and only.”
“The basketball player.”
“The school’s star basketball player. Keep up, Tally.”
“The one with the nice abs.”
“I have nice abs,” Alex protested, looking hurt.
“Yeah, but they’re not connected to Ryker Cadfael. Stop stealing my food. 

Didn’t Lola make your lunch today too?”
“Yeah, but I’m a growing boy and need more food than you. Besides, I 

see you brought your mom’s famous adobo, and I know she’d want me to have 
some.” He took a piece of chicken, ignoring her glare. “Why are you acting like 
having a crush is the worst thing in the world?”

“It’s not a crush,” Tala lied. “I can admire people from afar without any 
expectations.”

“You’re in denial. You do like him.”
Of course she did. Blind people could hear how gorgeous he was. Ryker 

was even more of a newcomer than Alex; he’d only moved here a few months 
earlier. His father was apparently some hotshot real estate developer, and there 
had been talks to purchase several tracts of land in the area for some important 
urban projects. Why they chose Invierno of all places remained a mystery, but 
it brought Ryker to town, so the rest seemed unimportant in comparison.

Alex stole another piece of eggplant. “Did you know how many questions 
he pestered me with at the start before I told him to quit bugging me and just 
talk to you?”
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Tala’s face flamed. “Since when are you even friends with him, anyway?”
“I have English and history with him.”
“Maybe he’s interested in you?” Tala kept her voice low. Alex had made 

it quite clear early on that he had no desire to come out in a place where the 
majority of the population still thought dinosaurs were a cosmic practical joke.

He snorted, but his voice was equally as quiet. “He’s as straight as a metal 
ruler. Besides, he’s not my type. I prefer green- eyed guys with messy curly hair 
and British accents.”

“That was strangely specific.”
It was his turn to blush. “Shut up.”
“You’re making fun of me,” Tala repeated, but with none of the convic-

tion. They rarely talked about their respective secrets nowadays, an unspo-
ken agreement they’d made and reinforced, but Alex was also the closest 
thing she had to a best friend, and it wasn’t like him to pull something out 
of nowhere.

“Is it so ridiculous to think that a cute guy might be interested in you?”
“Yeah, Alex, they’ve been breaking down my door these last few years.”
“So, you’re coming with me to Sydney’s bonfire party this weekend?”
“Absolutely not.” There were two kinds of bonfire parties at Elsmore 

High: the regular desert bonfire party everyone went to once the champion-
ship games ended, and the bonfire party exclusive to cheerleaders, jocks, and a 
select few of their friends. For the last three years they’d celebrated it at Sydney 
Doering’s house, which was the biggest one in town.

“I know Ryker’s gonna ask you. And I’m inviting you, so that’s like, two 
invitations total. You know how many people would kill for just one? And it’s 
my birthday the day after, so consider accepting as your gift to me. Come on, 
everyone says the bonfire’s the best party of the year.”

“Is this another one of your attempts to hide from Lynn Hughes?” The 
girl was a year younger than Tala, and obviously smitten with Alex, much to 
his dismay.

Alex reddened. “She’s a nice girl, nicer than her brother, anyway, but obvi-
ously you know why I’m not asking her out.”

“You know Sydney Doering and Chris Hughes just broke up. That means 
Hughes won’t be coming to her party, which means Lynn won’t be there 
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either. Is that why you’re choosing Doering’s thing over the desert this year? 
Did Hughes give you some sort of ultimatum about his sister?”

Alex shrugged, but that didn’t fool Tala. “Maybe I just want to try some-
thing different this time. I heard the Buendia Bruja might even show up. She 
predicted the Tigers winning, and she’s never wrong.”

Tala rolled her eyes. “Yeah, you’re totally going to the bonfire just to have 
your fortune told by the only seeress of the Royal States’ southwestern realm. 
It’s not often you turn down the chance to quietly ogle half- naked guys around 
a fire. And I’m not going to Doering’s party. You know I’ll wind up murdering 
everyone there, right? I’m pretty sure half of them still think I’m Mexican.”

Alex frowned. “I won’t force you to go. But I wasn’t lying when I said 
Cadfael’s gonna ask.”

She wrinkled her nose. “It’s just that crowds are the last thing I want to 
deal with, especially their kind of crowd. And anyway, if a boy wanted to ask 
me out, the least he could do is ask me himself instead of funneling the request 
through friends.”

“That’s good to know.”
The voice came directly behind her, and Tala’s stomach promptly dropped 

out of her body, along with her confidence. She turned away from the grin-
ning Alex to stare up into Ryker Cadfael’s amused blue eyes. “Uh, um, uh,” she 
stammered.

“Am I interrupting something?”
“Of course not,” Alex said cheerfully, gathering up his things. “I gotta work 

on a paper before my next class. I’ll see you at the library later, Tally.”
Coward, Tala wanted to scream after his retreating form, don’t leave me 

here with him, you traitor, but she couldn’t because Ryker Cadfael was standing 
Right There looking at her, and she had to concentrate on not making a fool 
of herself and holding it together lest she somehow disrupt the current space- 
time continuum by accidentally imploding.

Oh God, Tala, why are you like this? She was usually so sarcastic, had good 
enough self- esteem for her age group, wasn’t really one to care about what 
other people thought about her…

“Uh,” she said again.
“Did Smith tell you about the bonfire party?”
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“Uh…yes?” She knew instinctively that the answer wasn’t no, but was just 
as uncertain if there could be another response other than an affirmative.

“That mean you’re going?”
No was now her immediate reflex, but she was also worried this might be 

misconstrued as turning him down, so she frantically tried to come up with 
an answer that was a mollifying mix of I’m not comfortable going because most 
of your friends are trash fires with the much more demure I’m not very good at 
mingling with people.

“Oh, I’m so sorry. Did my friends do something?”
Crap. Had she said the first one out loud? “I’m not very good at mingling 

with people, is what I wanted to say.”
Ryker nodded understandingly. “I know they’re not always the best crowd 

to hang with, and a lot of them can be pretty obnoxious. We don’t need to go.”
Tala nodded eagerly, thankful for the reprieve, until the pronoun he’d 

used started bouncing around her head. “We?”
“I wouldn’t mind going to the desert bonfire this year. There’s a crowd 

there too, but at least it’s not going to be closed off like at Sydney’s.” He hesi-
tated. “Would you prefer going there with me instead?”

With me, he said.
Supernovas gave birth to new worlds hammered out of ice, only to suc-

cumb trillions of years later into balls of fiery gas; kingdoms rose and crum-
bled away; the melody to “Your Song” from the ancient Elton John vinyl her 
father loved to play spun through her head. And then she remembered she was 
supposed to answer.

“I’d like that a lot,” she squeaked out. Dammit.
“The game ends at seven thirty, so would eight be good? Okay if I have 

your number so I can call you once I get there? You’re going to watch the 
game, right?”

She just nodded, having exhausted human speech, and let him put his 
own contact details into her phone.

“Done.” Ryker leaned closer, and for a short, delirious second Tala thought 
he might actually kiss her. Here, in a roomful of witnesses. But all he did was 
place her phone very gently back into her hands. “It’s a date.”
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“You coward,” Tala snarled much later, after classes had ended. She’d finally 
located Alex in the library, and now that she’d regained command of words, 
she was primed to do some deserved, possibly misplaced yelling. She was 
giddy at the turn of events, of course, but she was also painfully aware of how 
flustered and embarrassed she must have sounded. Tala had very little reason 
or opportunity to engage with uncomfortable things like crushes, and recall-
ing her behavior only made her cringe.

Alex was settled in one of the quietest corners of the library. He was star-
ing at his laptop and didn’t seem to realize she was there until she poked him, 
hard.

“You shouldn’t have left me alone with him,” Tala groaned. “What were 
you thinking? I was at least expecting some kind of wingman support.”

Alex was quiet.
“I should have wished him luck for the game. Why didn’t I wish him luck? 

I just stood there like a moron. He must have thought I was a…”
She stopped. Alex was looking up at her, but it didn’t look like he was 

focusing on her face, or on anything at all. “Hey. Are you okay?”
He looked back at his computer. “I think you better watch this,” he said. 

“You’re gonna find out about it soon enough, anyway. Everyone’s talking 
about it.”

Someone had uploaded a video on social media titled She Has a Point, and 
Tala started when she saw it was Miss Hutchins, one of Elsmore High’s teach-
ers. The camera shifted slightly, briefly panning over the rest of the students 
in the class, and Tala saw Alex sitting in one of the chairs, looking stupefied. 
Then the lens swung back to Miss Hutchins’s strained face.

“…supposed to tell you lies.” Whoever had taken the video had started 
filming midway through the teacher’s speech, but it was clear she was just get-
ting started. “It’s always been lies. That’s how it starts, by changing the truth 
into the lie that suits them best, and they always start with schools.

“They’ve already softened your textbooks’ stances on slavery, on the 
massacres of Native Americans. They’ll argue that it was for the greater good. 
They’ll tell you why California is an illegal kingdom and unpatriotic for 
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refusing to assimilate with the rest of the Royal States. They won’t tell you 
that their anger is because the Native Americans there control the only major 
glyph mine in the country that they’ve never been able to get at.

“And today I am supposed to instruct you, as the newly revised curricu-
lum states, of: Magic over the centuries, from the Greek advancements that helped 
shape magical philosophies, to the American breakthroughs of the last few decades, 
down to the latest strides in spelltech and its many advantages.”

She paused. For probably the first time in her life, everyone in class was 
paying attention to her.

“Most of you have heard about the Wonderland Wars. They will show you 
this as a prime example of how magic was misused by all sides involved, result-
ing in the destruction of both the winter kingdom of Beira and of Avalon itself. 
They will tell you that new laws have been put into place in the aftermath to 
ensure they cannot be abused again.”

Miss Hutchins sneered, the usually quiet, polite, almost meek Miss 
Hutchins actually sneered. “But these new laws will allow them everything 
but accountability. Oh, there were plenty of terrible people from both nations, 
they’ll say. They’ll tell you that King Ivan of Avalon had no business dragging 
other countries into his personal vendetta against the Snow Queen of Beira, 
that he was just as greedy. And what was the cost? The loss of magic, the fall-
out plunging many countries into an economic recession, including the one 
America has just barely struggled its way out of.”

Somebody snickered. Immediately Miss Hutchins turned to the offender, 
her anger clear in every word and gesture. “You think this is funny?” She 
snapped, and the giggling died. “Do you think spelltech is nothing more than 
taking selfies with built- in celebrity holograms? Or overdosing on concentra-
tion boosters in your pumpkin spice latte for finals week? Or over- the- counter 
prescriptions for acne glamour concealers?

“With the Emerald Act, they can add toxic spells to those concealers if 
they think it’ll turn them a better profit. And if the side effects turn you into a 
literal donkey, then that’s not their fault, and you can’t sue them. And if they 
can do that with category three spells, imagine the chaos they can sow with 
a category two charm. Imagine guns with them. Imagine bombs. You have 
no idea of the sacrifices King Ivan made to stop this from happening. At the 
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cost of his life, and at the cost of his own country. And then to have his name 
slandered by the media, by governments, as being as much of a tyrant as that 
horrible ice bitch…!”

A few students gasped. Tala did.
“This is a move to legitimize the Emerald Act lobbied by OzCorp, to 

award the Royal States government the rights to magic that it never had in the 
first place.” Miss Hutchins turned directly to the phone camera, indicating for 
the first time that she knew she was being filmed and was going to make the 
most of it. “Avalon controlled most of the world’s magic. They were adamant 
about not giving away their secrets, knowing they would be exploited.

“And that is why it is to every corporation’s advantage to teach you all 
that King Ivan of Avalon was a dictator and an evil man, solely to render those 
copyrights invalid and claim them for their own. We have always been led to 
believe that Americans are the good guys. That they know what’s best for the 
world, that they’re democracy and freedom ringing and good old apple pie.” 
She looked around.

“But they’re not,” she said helplessly. “And they can’t be. Not this way. Not 
when your government is working with the— ”

At that point several security guards burst into the room, and the poor 
woman found herself slammed against the wall, restrained, and cuffed, with 
the officers making no attempts to hide their manhandling. “Turn that off!” 
one of the men barked at the student, and the footage ended abruptly.

“Wow,” Tala breathed, still staring at the screen. It had only been posted 
an hour ago, but the views were already ratcheting up into the hundreds of 
thousands, with a stream of unnecessary hot takes in the comments. She was 
suddenly aware of the chatter around her, of other people viewing the same 
video through their laptops and phones. “What…why did she suddenly…?”

“She’s right,” Alex said quietly. “All Dad wanted was for Avalonian magic to 
be used responsibly. And when Avalon fell, someone must have found some of 
the patents Mom owned. That must be the reason behind this push to change 
the law.”

“But they can’t actually use most of your family’s spelltech, right?” Only 
Avalon had enough glyphs to mass produce the more powerful spelltech, but 
the whole nation was under ice.
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Alex smiled grimly. “Why do you think they’re looking for me? Of course 
they think there’s a way for me to lift the curse and break the spell. I’ve already 
called Mr. Peets, my lawyer. He’ll help Miss Hutchins.”

“Alex, I know you want to help her out, but if she’s in the spotlight and you 
get involved, they could find you.”

“I’ve been here for nearly a year and no one’s found me.” Alex sounded 
almost pleading. “I have to do this. I couldn’t do much for my people, but I can 
do something for her now.”

His phone chirped. He glanced down and stood. “I’ll be careful. I’ll tell 
you what I can later, but I gotta go.”

“Sure,” Tala muttered, watching as he stuffed the rest of his things in his 
backpack and left, giving her a half- hearted wave on the way out.

Tala took out her own laptop, but homework was the last thing on her 
mind. After staring blankly at the screen for what felt like an hour, she began 
some research on her own, accessing the Wiki link about OzCorp.

OzCorp ( formerly Ozma Tech), founded in 1889, is an American multi-
national company in San Antonio, Texas, that specializes in spell and 
thaumaturgy technology, and magic storage and application software. 
CEO Ruggedo Nome said that he envisions OzCorp as a spelltech 
provider, aimed at eventually infusing magic- based conjurations into 
automation, commercial goods, and operating system markets at afford-
able prices. It has also increasingly diversified to make a large number 
of corporate acquisitions, including MacGuffin, Inc. for $20.2 billion in 
2010, and FarSeer for $18.5 billion in 2013.

A link from there to the Emerald Act page was already available, which 
also referenced Miss Hutchins’s video. News traveled fast. She clicked on the 
former.

The law had been passed quickly enough through the Senate and the 
Assembly with little outcry. She’d found a few people protesting early on with-
out gaining much traction, but she was certain Miss Hutchins’s passionate out-
burst was going to turn the tide.

There were, Tala knew, nine types of magic: time, elemental/kinetic, 
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death magic, transfiguration, summoning, healing, divination, conjuration, 
enchantment, and illusion. They were further classified into three categories 
of spelltech.

Category three magic: Generally harmless magic that could be created 
wholesale with little repercussions: software apps, noncombat spells, basi-
cally anything that couldn’t be altered from its original function. GPS spells 
couldn’t be changed to do anything but serve as a driving aid, for example, 
and posed no other danger beyond miscalculating navigation, just like any bad 
product available in the market. Low quality glyphs were sufficient for these 
spells, which is also what made them easy to mass market.

Category two magic: Spells customized for individuals. Prescription 
potions sold in bulk at pharmacies were category three; drugs manufactured 
specifically for a patient with a particular condition fell under the second. So 
were divorce and labor contracts loaded with preapproved curses and enchant-
ments, or charms of a defensive nature, or even magically engineered food.

Category one magic: Combat spells, weaponized spells, spells that could 
potentially harm or injure. The military, for the most part, had the monopoly on 
what little was available, though gun manufacturers have been itching to claim 
their own shares for years if not for the scarcity of high- grade glyphs available.

Passing the Emerald Act meant lessening the restrictions normally 
imposed on category two spells. Spellforgers with category two qualifications 
were mandatory, and acquiring the necessary licenses was a highly vetted 
process. But the new law now allowed companies to determine a spellforger’s 
qualification themselves, with very minimal penalty fees imposed on any faulty 
diagnoses or errors on their part.

That OzCorp was the main lobbyist for the Emerald Act, though, had not 
been something most people knew until Miss Hutchins had gone viral.

Tala stared at her screen again.
Avalon firebird, she typed, on impulse.
She’d read the pages before, of course. The firebird had never been pho-

tographed to her knowledge, but there were enough paintings depicting what 
it looked like. Long, red shimmering feathers, a graceful neck, and intelligent, 
golden eyes. The symbol of Avalon, the article stated, and its most powerful spell.

She scrolled down.
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Serving as a royal rite of passage, it is said to present itself to the rightful 
rulers of Avalon on their eighteenth birthday. For twenty years after that, 
they serve their masters loyally, eventually disappearing to await the next 
heir. As their namesake suggests, fire is their primary weapon. It is one 
of the Three Treasures of Avalon, which includes the Nameless Sword, 
and Maidenkeep, the primary residence and headquarters of the Avalon 
monarchy.

There was a world map on the page, with the kingdom of Avalon high-
lighted— it was right at the center of the Pacific Ocean, slightly larger than 
Brazil. The closest nation to it, the former kingdom of Wonderland, was still 
depicted with its original size, though the explosion had long reduced it into 
three or four tiny islands. The map had been made sometime after the twelfth 
century at least, because the island of Neverland was already missing.

In comparison, the kingdom of Beira was on the other side of the world, 
above Norway and Greenland and roughly Avalon’s size if it hadn’t also 
claimed much of the Arctic for its territory.

Nobody in their right mind visited Beira. Saying it was a democracy was 
like saying Palpatine had been popularly elected to lead the Galactic Empire 
in Star Wars.

She scrolled down again.

The first known firebird was wielded by Vasilisa the Beautiful, the 
kingdom’s first queen. According to Avalonian mythology, Vasilisa sought 
out the firebird, creating what historians consider a censured spell to forge 
an eternal pact between the majestic creature and those of her lineage to 
combat the kingdom’s historical enemies such as the Snow Queen of Beira; 
her consort and right- hand man, the Scourge of Buyan; and Koschei the 
Deathless himself.

A lull in between paragraphs; a painting of the Snow Queen slaying the 
armies of Avalon— 1940s Beiran propaganda repackaged as modern art. At 
her side was a young boy her age with dark, dark eyes, slinging a broadsword 
made of ice. People unfamiliar with the legend always expected the Scourge 
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to be a muscular, imposing man wielding an ax, and were always surprised to 
learn he was an eternal youth, much like Peter Pan had been.

Other versions say that the firebird is needed to find the legendary kingdom 
of Buyan, where the key to immortality is said to be found— a kingdom 
believed destroyed by the Scourge. Famous wielders of the firebird include 
Talia Briar- Rose, Ella of the Cinders, Ye Xian, Snow White…

Another scroll down.

The last sighting of the firebird was in August 1960, amid the escala-
tion of the Cold War that had both the Royal States and the kingdom of 
Russia competing to develop spelltech in response to Avalon’s influence in 
world politics. The mad queen of Wonderland, Elizabeth XXIV, was still 
reeling from the internal wars ravaging her kingdom since March, and had 
threatened to unleash the most powerful and most unpredictable of her 
spelltech against the rebels despite the real possibility of mutual annihila-
tion on both sides of the conflict. Codenamed the Mock Turtle, it was an 
explosives- type spell that, by Avalon estimates, could potentially level the 
whole Asia- Pacific. Fighting in Wonderland spilled over into Avalon five 
months later, with Avalon taking the rebels’ side. As casualties mounted, the 
queen, believing the war lost, detonated the spell, and King Ilya Tsarevich 
of Avalon deployed the firebird in response. While successful at protect-
ing Avalon from the explosion, the firebird was believed to have perished 
in the attack. The firebird’s apparent death also marked a turning point 
in Beiran history, with the Scourge of Buyan publicly turning against the 
Snow Queen for the first time, to side with Avalon; evidence suggests that 
the Snow Queen herself had influence in Wonderland politics and had 
encouraged Queen Elizabeth XXIV to pursue pro- Beiran policies. The 
incident also marked the breaking down of the alliance between Avalon 
and Western forces, culminating in Tsarevich withdrawing his previous 
offer of sharing spelltech knowledge with— 

Down.
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The firebird has since failed to present itself during both King Andrei 
and his son, King Ivan’s, eighteenth birthdays. The subsequent attack on 
Avalon by the kingdom of Beira, led by the Snow Queen, killed all known 
members of Avalonian royalty, including Ivan, Queen Marya, and their 
son Alexei— 

A sea of giggles rose up from the next table, where a group of kids were 
watching the video, prompting some shushing from a vexed librarian. Tala 
sighed and closed her laptop.

Alex never called or texted back. And when she stopped by his place after-
ward, no one responded to her knock. The house was shuttered and empty; 
there was no one home.
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